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The background

Data-driven learning:

“ Language learning based upon 
direct contact with language 

corpora..”

“…in order to see patterning in 
the target language and form 

generalizations about language 
form and use”

Theory or Practice?

● A lot of research

● Few in-class applications

● Teacher training on corpora

● DDL know-how and guidelines



The Curriculum

❏ new Common Curriculum for Foreign Languages in general upper-secondary schools

❏ an extension of the existing Integrated Foreign Languages Curriculum

❏ incorporates aspects from the CEFR Companion Volume (2020)

The curriculum’s goals:
● communicative competence,

● language and intercultural awareness,

● mediation skills

● digital literacy.



The new Curriculum: key features

1. organised in broad thematic areas and individual thematic units, 

2. detailed descriptions of the expected learning outcomes  (communicative language 

actions/activities and competencies and digital skills),

3. horizontal connection with indicative activities per level of language proficiency  (New!)

Is a DDL approach compatible to the new Curriculum?

❏ a dynamic learning process

❏ technology plays a key part

❏ teachers collaborate with students in the interpretation and evaluation of the material



Step-by-step procedure

⮚ What do we want to teach? ->

consult the curriculum 

run diagnostic test

⮚What is our learners’ CEFR level? -> 

placement test

⮚How do students prefer to learn? ->

needs analysis questionnaire



An example of DDL application in class

The material

• ECCo (Corpus of English Coursebooks)
▫ Pedagogic corpus

▫ English coursebooks approved for use in Greek Senior High schools

▫ Use Wordsmith tools

• Corpus of American English (COCA) as a ‘supporting’ corpus
▫ free mega corpus

▫ abundant natural occurring language

▫ user friendly interface

The Web (‘quick n’ dirty’ source of data)



The DDL Training Sessions (vocabulary learning)

▪Gentle immersion => (from googling to querying corpora online)

▪ In our case 5 training sessions
(Printed handouts, Google forms & use of online corpora)

▪ Googling unknown words (‘innuendo’) and consulting online dictionaries
▪ Querying an online corpus (‘swirl of innuendo’)
▪ Querying pairs of words that often confuse them (‘deny’/ ‘refuse’)

▪ Investigating a printed handout of concordances in order to formulate 
grammatical rules (past simple / continuous)



DDL Lesson 1: Confusing words

Enter the COCA corpus and form the query:
- display: KWIC
- word(s): affect / effect

adverse / averse
born / borne
complement / compliment

- sections: spoken + newspaper

Go through the results and search for the meaning of the word

1.write down what part of speech is each word in the centre of the result line 
2.write down an example of a sentence containing the word 
3.can you guess the meaning of these two words? 

And then, fill in the Google Form with their findings



The COCA output 



The COCA output 



DDL Lesson 2: the grammatical properties of Modal Verbs

Enter the COCA corpus and form the query:
- display: KWIC
- word(s): will/ would/ should/ could/may/ might
- sections: spoken + newspaper

Go through the results and search for patterns
1. - What words do MAux usually come after?
2. - What two categories of words usually follow a MAux?
3. - How do they form question/ negation?                 
4. - What is their 3rd person singular?
5. - Are they followed by ‘to’/ take an ‘ing’?

And then, fill in the Google Form with their findings



DDL Lesson 3: the senses of ‘may’ and ‘might’

a.Printed handout
b.ECCo and COCA corpora

Activity 1:
Identifying grammatical structures  and senses
9 edited, full sentences taken from ECCo

Look at the sentences and answer the questions:
a. which are the modal verbs that you can see?
b. ‘may’ and ‘might’ are usually associated with (underline): present/ future/ past 
c. ‘may’ is used to express general truth, wish, permission and possibility. Which sentence 

shows each of these senses?
d. ‘might’ is used to express (very formal) permission and low possibility. Which sentence 

shows each of these senses?





Activity 2:
Match the two halves of concordances which were had been taken from ECCo so as 
to make full sentences.

Activity 3:
Form full sentences with chunks of sentences taken from COCA (CBS, CNN and ABC 
TV networks corpora), into affirmative, interrogative and negative forms, using 
‘may/ might’

eg. And/ whatever/ New York/ be,/ matter/ less/ than/ what /we/ 
believe/ it is..
Activity 4:

Handout with gap filling activity made with 5 sentences taken from ECCo
Fill in the gaps with

a. may/ might
b. the verb in the appropriate form
eg. If you put some fruit in a glass bowl, you …..(dream) you are wearing the 

glass bowl on your head



What do the students say 

“Making corpus queries is ‘easy’”

“Working on a computer is 
fun”

“Concordance output seems quite ‘strange’”

“[Corpus] examples are better than studying and memorizing rules”

“Better understanding of how English is used”



What in-class application has taught us   

1. Opt for a ‘Gentle immersion’ for smoother introduction into DDL 

2. Make good use of what the students are already familiar with

3. Encourage them to work in pairs or groups of three

4. Distinct role for every team member

5. Online experimentation and use of printed handouts



Thank you!

Try applying DDL 
methods in other  
school subjects 

as well!


